
Chacewater Community Energy Group 

Local electricity for local people 

Cornwall Green Energy Company? 
A little bit of history! In the nineteenth century if you wanted electricity in your home you had to make it 

yourself! This meant that for nearly everyone it was not a realistic possibility. 

As early as the 1890s some local authorities set up power generating companies for electric street lighting, 

and soon after for electric trams, and the London Underground. For example in 1901 Newcastle upon Tyne 

Electric Supply Company (NESCo) opened Neptune Bank Power Station, the first in the UK to supply three-

phase electric power, just one of a flood of such ventures. 

By 1921, there were more than 480 authorised suppliers of electricity in the UK. They were generating and 

supplying electricity at a variety of voltages and frequencies. The need to harmonise these to all use alter-

nating current, adopt a common voltage, and frequency became clear. During the 1920s and 1930s many 

local generating companies amalgamated. In 1933 the 132 kV National Grid started operating as an inter-

connected set of regional grids and by 1938 the integration of the National Grid was complete. 

The Electricity Act 1947 merged over 500 electricity companies to make twelve area electricity boards. 

The Electricity Act 1957 established the Central Electricity Generating Board (C.E.G.B.) which produced the 

majority of the electricity generated in England and Wales. The CEGB was wound up in 2001.  

Nuclear power was born in the 1950s. 1962 saw the commissioning of the UK's first commercial nuclear 

(Magnox) power stations, the 275 MW Berkeley power station in Gloucestershire in June, and the 300 MW 

Bradwell station in Essex in July. It was then believed to be a modern and cheap source of energy. Remem-

ber “Electricity so cheap it will not be worth metering”!! Where did that promise go? Nuclear electricity 

generation is now recognised as by a long way the most expensive form of generation, and we still have no 

idea of how we deal with the waste.  

The Electricity Act 1989 transferred the CEGB’s assets to four successor companies: 

The fossil-fuelled power stations were divided between National Power and PowerGen. 

The nuclear power stations were transferred to Nuclear Electric. 

The national grid, with two pumped storage power stations transferred to The National Grid Company. 

There are so many exciting opportunities if we take a fresh look at the whole of electricity generation and 

use in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. We have multiple problems: 

1. The climate emergency. We need to rapidly eliminate all dependence on fossil fuels. Cornwall Coun-

cil has set a target date of 2030 for this, as have many other organisations. This will include the phas-

ing out of “natural” gas (i.e. fossil methane), plus all use of fossil fuels for transport and heating. 

2. We need to eliminate fuel poverty from our community, too many households are forced to spend 

more than 10% of income on utility bills. Many are made to use pre-payment meters, which often 

have very high unit costs. 

3. We have see a very rapid spiralling up of world energy prices. In the last half of 2021 imported gas 

prices have quadrupled, which has caused many energy supply companies to fail, and will inevitable 

cause electricity prices to rise rapidly. This will obviously have a negative impact on fuel poverty. 

4. We need to install a wide variety of zero-carbon methods of generating and storing electricity. Many 

are already well known (e.g. wind power, photovoltaic power, energy from waste, landfill gas) and 

some are developing (e.g. Geothermal, batteries, V2G, green hydrogen fuel cells, hot water) 

5. We need to ensure the people of Cornwall and Isles of Scilly do not become rabbits in the headlights 

of impending climate doom. We could become a beacon of hope and proving ground for an integrat-

ed solution to a world-wide problem.  
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Chacewater Community Energy Group 

Local electricity for local people 

Cornwall Green Energy Company? 
In 2016 Cornwall Council commissioned a report into setting up a publicly owned Cornwall Council Energy 
Company (“C.C.E.G.”). That report identified that setting up such a company could permit Cornwall Council 
to realise many of its goals, for example to accelerate the decarbonisation of the county’s energy supply, 
retain wealth within the county, increase local employment, and make moves to address fuel poverty. 
Several options for the company structure were considered and a fully licenced supply company was iden-
tified as the most likely to achieve the goals of the county in the long term. To quote directly from the re-
port: “We consider that fully licensed supply is the option best suited to acting as a long term delivery vehi-
cle for CC’s stated objectives”. The report also looked at options like “white label” and “Licence lite” nei-
ther of which would achieve the council’s goals. “White label supply offers the lowest entry and operating 
cost of the three options, but also the lowest potential for revenue, and hard to retain customers.” 

The move to set up the company was not taken forward, for reasons that are not quite clear. It appears 
that the report was not presented to the Council. To set up the company would have been a challenging 
move, but Cornwall Council operates several arm’s length wholly owned companies, for example Cormac, 
and Cornwall Housing.  

In May 2017 Cornwall Council received a report from Regen untitled “A local energy supply model for 
Cornwall: Options appraisal and screening”. The report also identified similar opportunities and challenges.  

In Jan 2019 Cornwall Council declared a climate emergency in the light of the overwhelming scientific evi-
dence of the damage caused by using fossil fuels. This commits Cornwall to become carbon neutral by 
2030. So what do we do next??? 

We have the promise given at the G7 in June that Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly will be supported to be-
come the first region in the UK to be carbon neutral by 2030. Let’s make sure the promise is kept! 

Now surely, more than ever, the time is right to revisit the idea and set up a Cornwall Green Energy Com-
pany (“C.G.E.G.”) with the focus totally on truly renewable “green” energy.  

Let’s aspire to a vision for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly where every home, shop, office, school, garage, 
village hall, town hall, council building, factory, hotel, farm, barn, caravan site, holiday park, doctor ’s sur-
gery, hospital is its own little power station with its own on-site storage, and all part of a network of inter-
connected local micro-grids. We could even then trade excess power to from Scilly to Cornwall and then 
on to England! There is an excellent project in the Wadebridge Padstow area making great strides in this.  

Community energy is not a new concept, citizens of Denmark and Germany own 20% of their green energy 
capacity. 

Let’s revisit the concept of publicly owned Cornwall Green Energy Company (“C.G.E.G.”), a Cornwall Inde-
pendent Distribution Network Operator (INDO), our own energy service company (“E.S.Co.”). Please come 
to our “IDEAS DAY” in Chacewater Village Hall 11:00 am-5:00 pm Thurs 28th April 2022. 

There are examples of local authority energy companies (e.g. Bristol, www.bristol-energy.co.uk, Notting-
ham’s Robin Hood Energy, and most recently Warrington and Together Energy.) that have had difficulties 
recently similar to those encountered by private energy companies, mainly around the issue of decreasing 
margin between wholesale costs and retail prices. Robin Hood Energy, and Together Energy have ceased 
trading. The local authorities have invested tens of millions that may well be lost to local tax payers. If 
C.G.E.C. made its own power from wind, solar, geothermal and other sources it should be in a stronger 
position to weather the storms of an uncertain energy market, and would not make outside payments. 

C.G.E.C. could use excess income to install energy generation and storage equipment of all sorts across the 
county, and use a standard power purchase agreement to sell electricity self-consumed at an agreed dis-
counted rate. This would be a virtuous circle increasing the amount of green energy generation, reducing 
dependence on imported energy, and providing significant local employment.             Page 2  



Chacewater Community Energy Group 

Cornwall Green Energy Company 

“Ideas Day”: Invitation.. 

11:00 am-5:00 pm Thurs 28th April 2022 
Many thanks to Ben Simpson and Caroline Carroll (Cornwall Council), Clive Goodman (WPD), and many 
others for their help in signposting us to the vast amounts of data out there. Any other help very welcome. 

We have tried to discover how much electricity is currently used in Cornwall IoS annually (Domestic / Com-
mercial). The recent (2020) Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) report gives 
some figures: 245,000 households in Cornwall, 1200 on Scilly. (Possibly around 12-18kWh/day per dwell-
ing? Equates to around a total of 3GWh/day 1TWh/year (1,000,000MWh/y) for the whole county and IoS) 

What is this expected to grow to as we adopt electrical heating (Heat Pumps), EVs, and phase out gas? 

What is the current annual “Green” Electricity generation [photo voltaic “PV”, onshore wind, offshore 
wind, Geothermal, hydro, energy from waste “EFW” (Municipal Solid Waste “MSW”), Plant Biomass “BM”, 
Anaerobic Digestion “AD”, landfill gas “LFG”, Sewage Gas “SG”] 

At the time of writing the first 3MW Geothermal power station at United Downs is planning to be running 
in 2022, with several more planned. The GEL project at United could give us 24GWh (24,000 MWh) of ex-
ported electricity per year, plus a large amount of usable hot water that should be used (10MW+ = 
80+GWh/y). Local offshore wind will follow soon after. All wind in the table below is onshore. 

Data from (BEIS) report, https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/regional-renewable-statistics 

and www.westernpower.co.uk/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-map 

For the charts shown taken from the WPD data we have used the “Leads The Way” scenario i.e. fastest 
credible decarbonisation, significant lifestyle changes, increased use of green hydrogen. Any errors in in-
terpretation or layout are down to us! We have in place the Cornwall to Scilly interconnector from Land’s 
End to Porth Cressa. That cable can allow 33kW of electricity to flow to Scilly, but it could also allow flow 
the other way if Scilly has excess power available. There are many other such interconnectors linking the 
UK with Belgium(1GW), UK with France (1GW, 2GW), UK with the Netherlands (1GW), Wales to the Re-
public of Ireland (500MW), and the interconnector to Northern Ireland. 

Cornwall and IoS have the highest number of “Green” electricity sites in the UK, over 19,000. Cornwall has 
less than 1% of the households of the UK+NI, yet generates nearly 5% of PV power for the nation.  
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2020 data from BEIS report 
PV wind Hydro A.D. 

Sewage 
Gas 

Landfill 
Gas M.S.W. 

Plant 
Biomass Total 

No of Green Energy Sites Cornw 18573 427 17 4 3 5 1 3 19033 

No of Green Energy Sites IoS 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 69 

Installed Capacity MWp Corn 595.6 142.4 1.1 2.2 0.5 13.5 26.0 0.8 782.1 

Installed Capacity MWp IoS 0.25               0.25 

Av Inst Capacity Cornwall kWp 32 334 63 542 167 2695 26000 271 41 

Average Inst Capacity IoS kWp 3.7               3.7 

Annual Green Generation MWh 
Cornwall 2020 

583595 399490 3726 11721 2195 39508 0 4493 1044728 

Annual Green Generation MWh 
IoS 2020 

250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 

Av Ann Gen MWh Cornw / site 31 936 219 2930 732 7902 0 1498 55 

Av Ann Gen MWh IoS per site 3.6               3.6 



Cornwall’s Green Electricity Production 2020:  
While the BEIS report shows no output 
from Cornwall’s Energy from Waste 
“EFW” (Municipal Solid Waste “MSW”) 
installation at St Dennis, there appears to 
have been some export on some days 
since Sept 2021, averaging 400MWh/
day, which could add 100GWh/year to 
the total if this is able to be maintained. 
More Questions: What is the anticipated 
annual Green Electricity generation (PV, 
onshore wind, off-shore wind, geother-
mal, energy from waste EFW, Biomass, 
Anaerobic Digestion AD) in future years? 
What is the monthly profile of the use 
and generation? How does the tourism 
business affect this? 
How does use and generation vary dur-
ing each 24 hour period? 

How does PV generation vary during the year? 
(The chart on the left shows average daily output in kWh from a very small domestic 6 panel installation 
(1.9kWp) in Chacewater. These are average figures for the last four years). Significant generation March to 
October, but even in the winter there can be some. These panels are orientated East to benefit from 

morning generation. Others face South and West. 
 
Many questions: How much battery storage is 
planned for Cornwall and IoS?  
What provision is there for Green Hydrogen ener-
gy storage (i.e. making hydrogen by electrolysis 
using excess electricity from any Green source (PV, 
Wind, Geothermal, energy from waste EFW, SG, 
Biomass, LFG, AD, etc) 
What are the issues surrounding use of green hy-
drogen? A highly reactive and fugitive gas. 
Other energy storage ideas e.g. compressed air, 
gravity batteries, pumped storage, hot water. 
What plans are there to facilitate peer to peer sup-

ply of excess electricity, 
What examples of district heating schemes are being developed (Stithians “Heat The Streets”)? What use 
is to be made of hot water from energy from waste EFW (Municipal Solid Waste “MSW”), and Geothermal 
projects? 
How does the interconnector to Scilly work? Do each of the five inhabited islands (St Mary’s, St Agnes, 
Brhyer, Tresco, St Martins ) already have their own electricity micro grids? WPD website: “Electricity sup-
plies to the Isles of Scilly consist of a single 33,000 volt undersea cable from the mainland, supplemented 
by an island-based diesel generating station. There are also remote, locally controlled generators on two 
outer islands available for use at limited times. The islands provide an effective self-contained location, 
with an 11,000 volt (11kV) and low voltage electricity distribution system that can be monitored and con-
trolled to accommodate distributed generation and other low carbon initiatives.” 
 
Surely we can learn from other peninsula or island communities? 
e.g, Shetland 16MWp of renewable energy installed, much more planned, Orkney (ReFLEX Orkney is a pi-
oneering £28.5 million project that will create an integrated energy system in Orkney, digitally linking re-
newable generation with consumer demand), Mull, Skye (Isle of Skye Renewables Co-op), Eigg (Eigg Elec-
tric {integrates Wind, PV, Hydro}), Kintyre peninsula, Isle of Man (changing from 90+% electricity from gas 
in 2019 to 75% renewables by 2035), Anglesey (“Energy Island” project). The Channel Islands e.g. Guern-
sey Renewable Energy, Jersey Electricity (around 50,000 domestic and commercial customers), and the 
Alderney Commission For Renewable Energy (ACRE). Responsible for licensing and regulating the opera-
tion, deployment, use or management of all forms of renewable energy in the Island of Alderney (pop 
2000) and its territorial waters. “Tidal stream array enters operations phase”. 
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES: What plans are there for developing Vehicle to Grid storage (V2G) making use of 
the anticipated number of full battery electric vehicles “EVs” that will be in use in Cornwall / IoS by 2028? 
Figures provided by Western Power Distribution show that if we as a region “Lead The Way” there could 
be over 50,000 conventional pure battery EVs [non autonomous] cars in Cornwall by 2028, with over 400 
on Scilly. The change to autonomous EVs (“Driverless Cars”) will become significant by the 2030s, and be 
the dominant for new sales by the late 2040s both on Scilly and in Cornwall. Full battery Electric Light 
Goods Vans could number over 6,000 in Cornwall and over 150 on Scilly by 2028. Full battery electric buses 
and coaches come to the fore by the mid 2030s, but even by 2028 there could be over 50 in Cornwall, and 
a couple on Scilly. eHGVs will be seen commonly in Cornwall by the late 2020s with over 90 being expected 
on the network by 2028. eHGVs start to become the dominant mode by the 2040s. We may see 3 on Scilly. 

V2G potential: 50,000 vans, cars, LGVs, buses, and HGVs each with a spare battery capacity of even say 
20kWh could make distributed dynamic storage of 1000MWh available if V2G (“Vehicle to Grid”) take up is 
high. Financial incentives to EV operators could be an economic option compared to high levels of network 
reinforcement, or extra generation. By 2028 there could be over 400 public car park EV charge sites in the 
WPD SW region, and a significant number of these (84) should be in Cornwall. Payment should be simple 
by one touch contactless debit card. Cornwall Council has a pivotal role. All new dwellings will have EV 
charging, and places of work, supermarkets etc. Many cars and vans will not be privately owned as car 
clubs of all sorts come to be more common. We already have a thriving “CoCars”/“CoBikes” in Cornwall. 
Full battery electric motorbikes will also be common with over 1000 in Cornwall & IoS by 2028        Page 5 



Heat Pumps: What plans are there for encouraging the adoption of heat pumps for hot water and space 
heating? The UK Government “RHI” scheme is soon to end for new installations, and the grant discussed at 
£5000 per installation appears to be inadequate to encourage uptake. What is the expected growth for all 
domestic heat pumps (i.e. air sourced ASHP and ground / water sourced GSHP). Heat pumps use the refrig-
eration cycle to take heat from some source and in the main use it to heat water stored in a tank. How 
many ASHPs & GSHPs will there be in Cornwall / IoS by 2028? 

Figures provided by Western Power Distribution show 
that if we as a region “Lead The Way” there could be 
over 60000 heat pumps installed in Cornwall by 2028, 
with almost 400 on Scilly. The “Lead The Way” scenar-
io has very high levels of decarbonisation and societal 
change and reflects a "fastest credible" decarbonisa-
tion pathway. Consumers adopt new technologies 
rapidly, and a mix of solutions is developed. If we take 
a figure of 1200 households on Scilly, that represents 
this form of heating adopted by one third of homes on 
the islands by 2028. In Cornwall the adoption by 2028 
in the county’s 245000 homes would be around 24%. 
70% of  homes on Scilly and In Cornwall would be 
heated by this technology by the mid 2040s.  

Wind Generation: What plans are there for encouraging the roll out of wind generation, both small 
scale (under 1MW), and larger scale (over 1MW), and offshore wind? How much wind power will there be 
in Cornwall / IoS by 2028? Figures provided by Western Power Distribution show little growth in small 
scale onshore wind in Cornwall until the late 2030s, and nothing on Scilly. However our existing resource 
of 43MW installed capacity “IC” generates significant amounts of electricity. By contrast there is significant 
growth expected in the larger on shore installations (over 1MW installed capacity “IC”). New sites are ex-
pected to be added every year during the late 2020s, and a doubling of capacity by 2040 from the 2030 
level. There appear to be nothing of this scale on Scilly in the current WPD plan.  

The potential for off shore wind either by fixed or 
more likely floating wind turbines is huge. The WPD 
plan, however, at the moment only makes allowance 
for a small contribution of 30MW IC from the late 
2020s and 60 MW IC from 2035. This is likely to be a 
significant under allowance. 
The total planned installed capacity for wind energy 
in Cornwall if we as a region “Lead The Way” could 
be over 240MW by 2028. To achieve this we will 
need significant support from the community, the 
council, and the government. Real “joined up think-
ing”. In some other parts of the UK there is already a 
significant amount of offshore wind generation, but 
we fear that plans for Cornwall may be slipping down 

the agenda. This source of electricity is so crucial we should be insisting that we press ahead with no de-
lays. Every week that goes by makes the climate emergency more serious. 
Average UK wind generation for 2021 is around 7GW = 56TWh/y (onshore 4.3GW, offshore 2.8GW) 
Source: Drax Electric Insights https://electricinsights.co.uk The WPD plan shows allowance for 190MW+ 
offshore wind connection in the East Midlands (East Lindsey District)                                                Page 6 



Photovoltaic Power (“PV”): How much installed PV capacity is there in Cornwall and on Scilly? 
How can we best expand this? What are the blocks? 
The source for these charts is Western Power Distribution. Many thanks to Clive Goodman for the link.:  
www.westernpower.co.uk/distribution-future-energy-scenarios-map 

PVs: Figures provided by Western Power Distribu-
tion show steady growth in larger commercial roof 
mounted PV of installations over 10kWp (ten kilo-
watts peak) if we as a region “Lead The Way”. In 
Cornwall it is possible that we will reach around 
100MWp installed capacity “IC” by 2028, and over 
440kWp by this time on Scilly. 
A similar steady growth is expected in domestic 
scale roof mounted PV (under 10kWp per dwelling), 
the total exceeding 100MWp by late 2028 in Corn-
wall and reaching 400kWp on Scilly by the same 
time.  It should be anticipated that ever spiralling 
grid electricity prices, and general environmental 
concerns will encourage faster take-up. 

Relatively slow growth is expected in larger ground mounted arrays, which nonetheless by 2028 will still 
represent almost three quarters of the installed capacity.  
An obvious question is how much does Cornwall benefit from the large ground mounted arrays, and does 
Scilly benefit at all? 

Tidal Electricity: Some in Shetland and Orkney, but none currently in Cornwall or on Scilly. A very small 
amount of planned installed capacity is shown for North Devon (5MW) from 2030, rising in stages to 
15MW by 2050. Nothing else for the whole SW region. A similar planned capacity is shown for Pembroke-
shire (10MW) from 2030, rising in stages to 20MW by 2050. Surely it could work well on Scilly? 

Wave Electricity: Some planned capacity is shown for Pembrokeshire 30MW from 2028, rising in stages 
to 120MW by 2050, and Cornwall 10MW from 2028, rising in stages to 100MW by 2050. I’m sure I have 
seen waves off Scilly! Is the wave energy project still running? 
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Battery Storage: How much installed battery capacity is there in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly? How 
can we best expand this? What installed capacity is possible by 2028? 
Figures provided by Western Power Distribution show steady growth in Domestic Batteries (G98) if we as 
a region “Lead The Way”. The plan shows 65MW of installed capacity for 2028 total for the whole SW. 

The plan for 2028 anticipates Domestic Batteries installed capacity in Cornwall of 15.9 MW which would 
account for 23% of the total, by a long way the most significant of the 22 districts in the Western Power 
SW region. Scilly accounts for a relatively small amount of domestic battery installed capacity by 2028 
(62kW). The WPD plan allows for significant growth in domestic battery installations, so called G98 appli-
cations, allowing for growth to over 100MW by the late 2030s. This is a measure of the flow of energy to 
or from the battery installations, rather than the total storage capacity. Flow is the critical factor for the 
grid. Additionally we have Grid Service Battery capacity (i.e. non domestic batteries to support or rein-
force the grid). In the plan for 2028 this is shown as 121MW for the whole SW region, all in six districts. 
Little of this is planned for Cornwall (2.4MW), and none for Scilly. However the WPD plan allows for sig-
nificant growth in this Grid Service Battery sector during the 2030s topping 10MW for Cornwall by 2035, 
which would still be less than one fifth of the anticipated domestic battery capacity by that date (57MW). 

We note there is still nothing in the plan for Grid 
Service Battery capacity on Scilly even by 2035. 

Hydro Electricity: Currently only a very minor 
contributor to the total installed capacity in the 
WPD SW Region. The plan shows that less than 
14MW of installed capacity is expected by 2028, 
and rising to less than 16MW by 2050. The greatest 
share is in Devon (4MW), with 19% in Cornwall 
(2.5MW). The 2021 BEIS data shows Cornish 17 hy-
dro sites. Hydro power depends on height (head) 
and river flowrate. There is some potential for 
growth in Cornwall, but probably little on Scilly. 
Hydro goes hand-in-hand with Pumped Storage, 
something to investigate. 
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“Renewable Engines” (Landfill Gas, Sewage Gas, Biogas): Used in most SW local authority areas. 
In 2028 this may have total SW capacity of 118MW, 24MW (21%) in Cornwall. The WPD plan shows this 
energy sector rising year on year to over 168MW total SW capacity by 2050, 88MW (52%) in Cornwall. 

Energy from Waste: Used in five SW local authority areas. In 2028 this may have total capacity of 
200MW, 36MW in Cornwall. The WPD plan appears to show waste incineration declining as an energy 
source. The Suez data shows energy generation Apr 20 - Mar 21 180GWh, enough for 28,000 homes. 

Geothermal Electricity: This is surely one of the 
most exciting energy projects in Cornwall, and we seem 
to have been discussing the concept for decades! Geo-
thermal Engineering Ltd “GEL” was founded in 2008 
with the aim of developing geothermal heat and pow-
er. The project is the first geothermal power plant in 
the UK. It is funded by a mixture of public and private 
funds to include the European Regional Development 
Fund, Cornwall Council, and Thrive Renewables plc. The 
aim of the project is to produce power and heat from 
the hot granite rocks beneath Cornwall at the United 
Downs Industrial Site near Redruth. Two deep, direc-
tional wells have successfully been drilled; the produc-

tion well to a depth of 5275m and the injection well to 2393m. Both wells have intersected the target 
Porthtowan Fault Zone located approximately 800m to the west of the site. 
The binary power plant technology is well known, and many of us will have visited the Geothermal Engi-
neering Ltd “GEL” site at United Downs. It is anticipated that this first demonstration unit will be able to 
export 3MW of electricity 24 hours per day 365 days per year, so adding 24GWh per year to Cornwall’s 
energy wallet. The supply is to go to “Ecotricity” as part of that company’s renewable energy portfolio. 
A binary power plant uses hot geothermal fluid to heat a 
secondary working fluid in a heat exchanger. This work-
ing fluid turns to steam at a lower temperature than 
pure water, and it’s vapour can then be used to turn a 
turbine to produce electricity. The geothermal fluid is 
kept within a closed loop and reinjected through an in-
jection well to recharge the geothermal reservoir. The 
secondary fluid is also within its own closed loop, mean-
ing nothing ever leaves the power plant. No Carbon, no 
steam, no gases, no smell. A binary plant is used for low-
er temperature reservoirs, with fluid less than 200°C. It is 
therefore the best type of plant for the resource in Corn-
wall, where temperatures of 180°C are found at around 
5km depth. GEL are in the process of achieving planning permission for four new sites, located close to 
Tolvaddon, Manhay, Penhallow and Mawla. https://geothermalengineering.co.uk/future-sites. Let’s sup-
port the applications by adding comments to the planning portal. All geothermal sites can produce hot 
water which could be used for many commercial or domestic uses. The GEL project at United could give us 
24GWh (24,000 MWh) of exported electricity per year, plus a large amount (10MW+) of usable hot water 
at 80°C after the energy has been extracted to make electricity, that could be 80GWh of carbon-free ener-
gy annually. Burning natural gas for heat emits over 200g CO2/kWh so 80GWh equates to a carbon saving 
of over 17,000 Tonnes of CO2 / year, more if the heat replaces electricity generation. Page 9 



Explanation of terms, and Acronyms (not in any particular order): 

ASHP: Air Sourced Heat Pump. GSHP: Ground Sourced Heat Pump. Both use the refrigeration cycle taking 
heat from a source for space heating and / or to heat water 
Geothermal Energy: See explanation page 9 
How much energy do common appliances use? 
See table on the right: 

Energy measurements: Volts: measurement of 
electrical potential. Think of the pressure of water 
in a pipe. One watt is the energy consumption rate 
of one joule per second. Think of the flow of water. 
kW: kilowatt: a measure of the flow of energy (e.g 
heat or electricity) (1,000 watts) 
kWh: kilowatt hour: a measure of the quantity of 
energy (e.g. 1,000 watts for an hour, or 500 watts 
for two hours) A 7kW electric shower could use 
0.58kWh if running for five minutes. 
kWp: kilowatt peak: a measure of the theoretical 
peak output, for example from PV panels 
MW: Mega Watt: energy flow (1,000 kilowatts) 

MWh: Megawatt hour: a measure of the quantity 
of energy (e.g. 100kW for ten hours) 

MWp: Megawatt peak: a measure of the theoretical peak output, for example from PV panels, turbines 
GW: Giga Watt: flow of energy (1,000 MW, one million kW 106,) 
GWh: Gigawatt hour: a measure of the quantity of energy (e.g. 100MW for ten hours) 

TW: Tera Watt: flow of energy (1,000 GW, one million MW 106, one thousand million kW 109) 
TWh: Terawatt hour: a measure of the quantity of energy (e.g. 10GW for a hundred hours) 
IC: Installed Capacity: A measure of the theoretical maximum possible output from any particular genera-
tion of storage facility, not what that facility will actually produce. ESG: Environmental, Social, Governance 
Green Hydrogen: Made by electrolysis from water using spare Green Electricity generation. A way to 
store energy for many days, weeks, or even months without loss, then reconvert the hydrogen by running 
through a fuel cell. The exhaust from a fuel cell is just pure water. Fuel cells can be used for grid electricity 
generation, or in transport. Green hydrogen is a possible fuel for certain industrial uses, and short haul 
aircraft trips e.g. between Scilly and Cornwall, moving towards a zero-emission aviation link. 
ESCO: Energy Service Company. Pseudo Microgrids: utilise local electricity matched to local demand.  
CCS: Carbon capture and storage. A technology that is sometimes held out as a way that would enable us 
to continue to use fossil fuels. It has not yet been proved to work, it would depend on injecting captured 
CO2 into strata voids for example where oil has been extracted. Long term stability is unknown. 
Biomethane: Methane (CH4) made by fermenting plant material. A truly renewable fuel, unlike fossil me-
thane still sometimes called “Natural” gas which is a major contributor to the global climate emergency. 
PassivHaus: is a leading international design standard, slashing energy use from buildings AND delivering 
high standards of comfort and health. High levels if insulation, and glazing. The principles are used in most 
serious retrofitting projects, and should be considered before installing energy generation technologies.  
CCGT: Combined Cycle Gas Turbine :: OCGT: Open Cycle Gas Turbine :: CHP: Combined Heat and Power :: 
TMFA: Too Many F***ing Acronyms, PPMs: pre-payment meters, AD: Anaerobic Digestion, EfW: Energy 
from Waste also called MSW: Municipal Solid Waste - incineration, LFG: Landfill Gas. 
EV: Electric Vehicle :: V2G: Using the battery of Electric Vehicles to help minimise grid peaks. Users would 
leave their vehicles connected to the charge point when not in use, to allow electricity flow back for home 
use, or even up to the local grid. eLGV: Electric Light Goods Vehicle. eHGV: Electric Heavy Goods Vehicle. 

Demand: An EV can give 4 miles driving per kWh of electricity, so 8,000 miles/year equates to 2MWh/
year, or a need to provide an average of say 6kWh/day. So 50000 EVs would require 300MWh/day.  
There are three National Grid Future Energy Scenarios (“FES”) used in the Western Power Plan: CT: Con-
sumer Transformation, ST: System Transformation, “LtW”: Leading the Way. In most charts we have used 
“LtW”, i.e. fastest credible decarbonisation, significant lifestyle changes, increased use of green hydrogen, 
eliminating all fossil fuels.                                                                                                                         Page 10 

Typical power consumption Watts Watts kW kW 

Electric component small large small large 

LCD TV 30 300 0.03 0.3 

LCD monitor 30 45 0.03 0.045 

PC desktop computer 300 400 0.3 0.4 

Laptop computer 40 60 0.04 0.06 

Refrigerator (when running) 150 300 0.15 0.3 

old incandescent Light bulb 25 100 0.025 0.1 

Fluorescent light 15 60 0.015 0.06 

Halogen light 30 80 0.03 0.08 

LED light 5 15 0.005 0.015 

Speaker 10 300 0.01 0.3 

Microwave 100 1000 0.1 1 

Air conditioner 1000 2000 1 2 

Electric Shower 5000 7000 5 7 

Home EV Charger 2000 7000 2 7 

Public EV Charger 22000 50000 22 50 



Come to our “ideas day” Thurs 28th April 10:00 – 17:00 2022 to exchange views and build the plan. 
We have corresponded with many bodies listed below. Partners that have been invited, or to invite, include: 
• Parish & Town Councils, Network panels 
• Cornwall Council, Council of the Isles of Scilly (members and officers), 
• All six of our MPs: Steve Double (St Austell & Newquay), George Eustice (Camborne, Redruth and Hayle), 

Scott Mann (North Cornwall), Sheryll Murray (South East Cornwall), Cherilyn Mackrory (Truro & Falmouth), 
Derek Thomas (St Ives & the Isles of Scilly), plus any local members of the house of lords with an interest in 
these ideas 

• The University of Exeter, Penryn Campus 
• WPD / National Grid / OFGEM 
• Community Power Cornwall  
• Local Green Energy Technology companies (e.g. British Lithium, Watt Electric Vehicles, Ecodrive, Celtic Sea 

Power, GEL Geothermal Project, Cornish Lithium, Bennamann, Kensa, Naked Solar, ZLC, Green Gen, Wattstor, 
Invinity Energy Systems, Red T, offshore renewables catalyst, AlphaOne Electrics, TEE Chargers Mr Electric, 
many others) 

• Dealers in EVs that have V2G potential (Hawkins, Dales, Carrs, MG, Audi, Mercedes, BMW, many others)  
• Major users of energy particularly electricity [Housing Associations (e.g. Coastline, Cornwall Housing, Sanctu-

ary, LiveWest, Hanover), Treliske, Cornwall College, Schools, Network Rail, Isles of Scilly Steamship Group] 
• Private sector landlords associations 
• Other public transport operators with plans to move to zero carbon 2030 (First, etc) 
• Commercial vehicle operators with plans to move to zero carbon 2030 (R&R, Westfield, Gregorys, etc)  
• Land owners (e.g. Tregothnan, Duchy, many others) 
• Cornwall Chamber of Commerce 
• Community Energy Plus, 
• Kabin - Social Economy & Cooperative Development Cornwall Centre for Sustainable Energy, 
• Energy Savings Trust 
• Regen, Planet A Solutions 
• Visit Cornwall, tourism site operators. 
• Examples of good practice running already (wind, solar, storage, geothermal, hydro, plus…) 
• Climate Action Groups etc, e.g. Transition Scilly, Parish Council climate action group Mevagissey, Transition 

Penwith, WREN, Low Carbon Ladock, Helston, Stithians, Isles of Scilly Renewable Energy Cooperative (ISREC), 
Isle of Skye Renewables Co-op, XR, cornwallclimate.org, Guernsey Renewable Energy, Jersey Electricity  

=================================================================================== 

Come to our “IDEAS DAY”. This is your invitation…. 
Venue: Chacewater Village Hall TR4 8PY Car park, bike park nearby in village, many buses serve Chacewater  

Date / Time: please note change of date: Thursday 28th April 11:00 – 17:00 R.S.V.P. 
Please confirm your attendance by email to organic@carleys.co.uk. Please give us your name and your organisation. 
We would like to share contact details with other attendees unless you specifically tell us not to do so.  

=================================================================================== 

Draft Agenda: (Assuming we are not postponed due to covid) 
Doors open 08:30 for set up. 09:00 – 09:45 arrive, welcome, register, tea - coffee & biscuits. 
10:00 Event Starts: Main Hall: Introduction 
10:05 The need and the vision, pose initial questions Manda Brookman Wildly Brilliant 
10:20 Pres1: Geothermal Engineering, & district heating Jane Charman, Tony Wilson, Director of Operations Q&A  
11:10 Pres2: Planet A Solutions CIC Dr David Parish PhD, Amanda Forman MSc “Pseudo Microgrids”, followed by 10 
mins Q&A. www.planetaenergy.org 
12:00 Break to first group discussion (locations in rooms around the hall complex), (questions-record responses) 
12:50 Feedback from groups to the whole meeting - white board ideas  
13:30 Lunch (Please indicate any special dietary needs. We have ordered mainly medium vegetable pasties, and a 
few medium steak pasties if anyone prefers. If you need a gluten free pasty please let us know asap. The pasties are 
made in the village by Chacewater Bakery and will be delivered hot just before 13:30 ) 
14:10 Pres3: TBC, followed by Q&A 
15:00  Break to second group discussion (locations in rooms around the hall complex), (questions-record responses)
16:00 Feedback from groups to the whole meeting - more white board ideas  
16:20 Agree next step – e.g. set up working group(s) if agreed. 16:45  Tea and check out 

=================================================================================== 

Chacewater Village Hall operates a strict covid protocol, including hand-sanitising, and wearing of face covering 
when moving around the hall. There will be a known maximum number of attendees to try and keep us all safe. 
Please ensure that all attendees have been vaccinated. All Chacewater Community Energy Group members have 
been vaccinated. We ask that all participants take a lateral flow test on the day, if still a UK requirement. 
“Chacewater Community Energy Group” Let’s scat carbon in Scatups, c/o Carley's of Cornwall Ltd, Great Wheal 
Daniel, Station Road, Chacewater TR4 8FP, John Carley 07966 750515 :: 01872 560831 :: organic@carleys.co.uk 
Steve Leech :: steveclovelly@gmail.com, Paul Shevlin linshev@btinternet.com, :: Angie Beckham an-
gie.becks@btinternet.com, or Peter Chesworth peter@willowbridgecottage.co.uk                                          Page 11 



UK Energy Coops: There are more than 200 energy coops in the UK. The largest are devoted to wind power, but the 
number of solar coops is also growing. There’s plenty of room for more: the largest solar coop in the US has 1.3 mil-
lion members! 

Community energy is not a new concept: on the continent, for example, citizens of Denmark and Germany own 20% 
of their green energy capacity. By joining Brighton Energy Coop you’ll help Brighton and Hove join this fast-growing 
movement! 

Below are just some of the many successful community energy schemes in the UK: 

Leominster Community Solar (LCS) LCS installed a 49kW solar array on Bridge Street Sports Centre in Leominster in 
November 2011. 

The site generates clean, green electricity for the centre. The Coop raised The £150,725 from 94 locals, and the 
scheme was oversubscribed by 40%. 

Ovesco Lewes’ Ovesco installed a large photovoltaic system on the roof of the Harveys’ warehouse in July 2011. The 
544 photovoltaic (PV) panels generate 92,000 kWh hours of green electricity each year — enough to save more than 
40 tonnes of carbon dioxide annually. 

The Coop raised £307,000, mostly via a share offer in the local community. 

Bath and West Community Energy BWCE launched a £400,000 community share offer in September 2011. Over the 
next four months they installed solar PV on several schools in the area, part of 1.5 megawatts of community-owned 
solar in the area. 

Westmill Wind Farm Cooperative Westmill Wind Farm Cooperative opened in May 2008 in Oxfordshire. The co-op 
financed the purchase and construction of five wind turbines through a £4.6m fundraising campaign. Westmill Co-op 
has 2,374 members. 

Brixton Energy London’s first cooperatively owned solar power project was launched in March 2012. Brixton Energy 
Solar 1 houses several hundred square metres of solar panels on the roof of Elmore House in the Loughborough Es-
tate in Brixton. The solar panels started generating power on the 30th of March 2012. 

Baywind In 1996/7 the communities of Ulverston and Barrow in Cumbria raised £1.2 million to buy two turbines. In 
1998/99 a second share offer raised a further £670,000 to buy another turbine. Since then they’ve built 5 other pro-
jects. The co-op currently has over 1,300 shareholders throughout the UK and abroad. 

Hockerton Housing Project Hockerton Housing Project is the UK’s first earth sheltered sustainable hous-
ing development: together the five houses generate 80% their energy needs onsite through wind turbines and solar 
pv, topped up by a renewable energy tariff – zero carbon since 1997! 

Sustainable Hockerton installed a community-owned wind turbine in 2009, generating electricity equivalent to the 
amount used by homes in the parish. The 75 members invested a total of £235,000 and receive interest on their 
shares; and remaining profits will be invested in local sustainability projects. 

Boyndie Wind Farm Co-op Boyndie Wind Farm Co-op raised £750.000 and purchased a stake in Falck Renewables in 
2006. The 716 members, each with a shareholding ranging from £250 to £20,000, receive annual interest on their 
shares. The wind farm generates 14 MW at full capacity. 

Community Power Cornwall is a co-operative that delivers community energy projects in Cornwall. We trap money 
in Cornwall and enable communities to collectively tackle the threats of climate change, energy security and uncon-
trollable rises in fuel costs by generating clean, renewable energy locally.  In doing so we provide ethical investment 
opportunities which meet environmental, social and financial needs. https://communitypowercornwall.coop/ 

In Cornwall we have the experience gained by “WREN” the Wadebridge Renewable Energy Network (WREN) Ltd. A 
not-for-profit company engaged in increasing the take up and sharing the benefits of renewable energy in the 
Wadebridge and Padstow network area. Over 1000 members. https://www.wren.uk.com/ 

The Low Carbon Living project is working to make the rural Mid-Cornwall villages of Ladock and Grampound Road a 
test bed for achieving sustainable living on a community-wide scale. A combination of energy efficiency measures 
and renewable energy technologies were installed across the community along with a carbon sequestration project 
which involved planting nut trees to naturally absorb and hold carbon while providing a boost to local food produc-
tion. https://www.facebook.com/transitionlgr/ 

================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================ 

Remember no one is going to install insulation, heat pumps, batteries, Green Hydrogen, or PV panels “for 
us”! A mechanism for offsetting installations costs needs to be found. Surely that could be a role for a pub-
licly owned Cornwall Green Energy Company. Just because the WPD plan allows for the capacity it will not 
magically make it happen. That is down to political and private decisions. 

Let’s be good ancestors!  (Māori proverb)                                                                                      Page 12 



 
Recommended documents that can be supplied in pdf format from our electronic library!: 
 
The UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2022 presented to Parliament 17 Jan 2022, as required by the Climate 
Change Act. Examines over sixty risks from climate change, and the damage that could arise under different possible 
future climate warming scenarios. (E.g. 2°C by 2050, 4°C by 2080). Risks include to terrestrial species and habitats, 
water scarcity, wildfire, flooding, wind. Risks from pathogens. Risks from loss of carbon stores. Risks to forestry and 
food production. Risks from invasive species. Risks to infrastructure, health and wellbeing. International risks. (50 
pages, executive summary 2 pages)  
 
Power Shift, Research into Local Authority powers relating to climate action April 2021 
Researched and produced by Quantum Strategy & Technology Ltd for UK100. Makes the point that National Govern-
ments and local government at all levels must work together to tackle climate change, and introduce the mitigation 
measures needed. Sets out what are duties, and what are powers. Cover many areas including Transport, Energy 
Infrastructure, Buildings, Waste. This research has shown that in most areas, the powers exist for local authorities to 
take actions. The barriers therefore are not a lack of powers, but a lack of power and resources and a clear frame-
work to support local and national Net Zero delivery. (120 pages, executive summary 4 pages) www.uk100.org 
 
REGEN: A local energy supply model for Cornwall: Options appraisal and screening report  
Executive summary: Scope and purpose of the feasibility study. 2017 
Cornwall’s devolution agreement commits the Council and its partners to piloting new, nationally replicable supply 
models for community energy in Cornwall. The focus of the local energy supply pilot will be on how Cornwall can 
encourage and make best use of locally generated electricity, localise and retain the economic benefits of genera-
tion and enable them to be shared with the local community. (51 pages) 
 
Business Case for a Cornwall Energy Company Dec 2016. (105 pages) Looks at various models of company structure 
within current Ofgem licencing rules. “Weighing up the options, it is our recommendation that Cornwall Council pur-
sue fully licensed supply as the most suitable model for CCEC.“ 
 
Western Power Distribution Future Energy Scenarios for Cornwall: (17 pages) examines all sorts of domestic and 
non-domestic electricity consumption in Cornwall 2020 to 2050: Air Conditioning, Electric Heating, EVs, Heat Pumps, 
distributed generation, solar, storage, wind. wpdnetworkstrategy@westernpower.co.uk. Feedback welcome 
 
 Siemens Energy: Green Hydrogen: Cornerstone of a sustainable energy future (23 pages) 
 

==============================================================================================  

Other data: 
UK Average electricity demand is usually around 37GW, so say 900GWh/day, or around 325TWh/year. Almost 50% 
comes from renewables, and the remaining nine coal fired power stations are to be closed by 2026. 
 
There is a massive need to increase renewable generation across the UK. Spare electricity could be exported to 
many countries at times of net peak supply. 
 
Interconnectors - When positive the UK is importing and when negative the UK is exporting power. 
IC France Interconnector to France - This is a link between between Folkestone (UK) and Sangatte (France). The 
73 kilometres (45 mi) link is arranged as two fully independent 1,000 MW Bipoles, each operated at a DC voltage of 
±270 kV. Cables are laid in pairs in four trenches so that the magnetic fields generated by the two conductors are 
largely cancelled. The landside parts of the link consist of 8 cables with lengths of 18.5 kilometres (11.5 mi) in Eng-
land, and 6.35 kilometres (3.95 mi) in France. 
IC France 2 Interconnector to France - This is a link between between Portsmouth (UK) and Caen (France). The 
HVDC cable is 204-kilometre (127 mi) long, operating at +/-320kV, with a capacity to transmit 1,000 MW of power. 
IC Ned Interconnector to Netherlands - This is a link between Kent(UK) and Rotterdam (Netherlands). The 260 
kilometre (160 mi) long bi-pole ±450 kV link consists of two HVDC cables, which are bundled together. The capacity 
of the cable is 1000 MW. The interconnector has two converter stations for connecting the link with the British and 
Dutch high-voltage electricity transmission systems. 
IC Irl Moyle Interconnector - This is a link between South Ayrshire in Scotland and County Antrim in Northern Ire-
land. It consists of two monopolar ±250 kV DC cables with a transmission capacity of 250 MW each.  
IC Ew East West Interconnector - This link connects converter stations at Rush North Beach, County Dublin, Ireland, 
and Barkby Beach in North Wales. The 261 kilometres (162 mi) interconnection uses ±200 kV HVDC Light cables with 
a capacity of 500 MW. 
IC Nem Belgium Interconnector - This links connects Richborough Energy Park in Kent (UK) to Zeebrugge, Bel-
gium. The 140 kilometres (87 mi) has a capacity of 1000MW. 
IC Nsl North Sea link Interconnector - This links connects Kvilldal in Norway to Blyth in the UK. The cable is 730 km 
(450 miles) long, and has a capacity of 1400 MW. 



10:20 Geothermal Engineering, & district heating Jane Charman, Tony Wilson, Director of Operations Q&A  
11:10 Presentation #2: Planet A Solutions CIC Dr David Parish PhD, Amanda Forman MSc “Pseudo Mi-
crogrids”, followed by 10 mins Q&A. www.planetaenergy.org  
Group discussion period One 11:50 to 12:50 
Break to first group discussion (locations in rooms around the hall complex), 
Discussion point 1 “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur ex ea commodo consequat.”   
e.g, “Cornwall Council should take steps to set up a publicly owned Green Energy Supply Company, oper-
ating via Psueudo Microgrids, with district heating schemes” 
Please score by group consensus if possible  
5 This is definitely worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
4 This is possibly worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
3 This will probably neither benefit nor disbenefit Cornwall IoS 
2 This would possible harm Cornwall IoS 
1 This would definitely harm Cornwall IoS 
 
Discussion point 2 e.g, “Cornwall Green Energy Company should address fuel poverty by setting a low cost 
allowance for all customers for (say) the first 5kWh grid import electricty per day, with banded higher 
costs above that rate of consumption. Ensuring all dwellings are well insulated.” 
Please score by group consensus if possible  
5 This is definitely worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
4 This is possibly worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
3 This will probably neither benefit nor disbenefit Cornwall IoS 
2 This would possible harm Cornwall IoS 
1 This would definitely harm Cornwall IoS 
 
Discussion point 3 e.g, “Cornwall Green Energy Company should setting variable cost tariff to account for  
Time of Use variations in demand. This could encourage consumers to change behaviour to use electricity 
is a more sustainable way” 
Please score by group consensus if possible  
5 This is definitely worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
4 This is possibly worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
3 This will probably neither benefit nor disbenefit Cornwall IoS 
2 This would possible harm Cornwall IoS 
1 This would definitely harm Cornwall IoS 
 
12:50  13:30 Feedback from groups to the whole meeting - white board ideas  
 

==============================================================================================  

14:10 Presentation #3 TBC, followed by Q&A 
14:50 16:00 
Break to second group discussion (locations in rooms around the hall complex), 
 
Discussion point 4 “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ex ea commodo consequat.”     
Please score by group consensus if possible  
5 This is definitely worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
4 This is possibly worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
3 This will probably neither benefit nor disbenefit Cornwall IoS 
2 This would possible harm Cornwall IoS 
1 This would definitely harm Cornwall IoS 
 
Discussion point 5 “Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ex ea commodo consequat.”     
Please score by group consensus if possible  
5 This is definitely worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
4 This is possibly worth pursuing to benefit Cornwall IoS 
3 This will probably neither benefit nor disbenefit Cornwall IoS 
2 This would possible harm Cornwall IoS 
1 This would definitely harm Cornwall IoS 


